CAPRIA is a high-precision heavy industry manufacturing company established more than 50 years ago in Buenos Aires that has supplied to many international companies in the mining and petroleum sectors. In 2010, CAPRIA expanded into the design and manufacturing of lifting equipment with a specialized electric Gantry Stacking and Launching System for Dry Stack Storage Sheds.

CAPRIA Stacker Machinery can be installed on any level leaving valuable ground levels for car parking or other ancillary boat businesses. No concrete floor is required further reducing construction costs.
MAIN FEATURES

- Semi-Automated System
- Fast Delivery
  Less than 3 minutes from the berth to the water.
- Compact solutions
  Narrow aisle and higher stacking capacity.
- Eco Friendly: Totally Electric.
- Highly Stylized Designs
- High Performance
- Low Maintenance

CAPRIA designs and manufactures the machinery; and will give you support from the very beginning for an optimum dry-stacking lay out operation.